The J&H Feeder is a totally enclosed machine with a static housing and an internal stainless vibrating pan. The machine bolts directly to any J&H screen.

It is designed to increase the efficiency of a J&H screen by distributing the flow of material over the full width of its wire cloth. The design and vibration of the pan regulate the incoming flow of material by absorbing the momentum of high velocity material or “fluidizing” slow moving material. The slope of the feeder pan is adjustable to address specific material needs and plant configuration. In addition to pan adjustment, the J&H Feeder offers adjustable deflectors to divert material flow and comes standard with access doors for ease of inspection and maintenance.

The J&H Feeder is instrumental in maximizing the wire cloth life expectancy by effectively distributing material across the full width of the screen inlet, avoiding any one direct stream of material on only a small portion of the wire cloth.

*The J&H Feeder can be your solution to increasing screen efficiency.*